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Removing the Ground Wire from a
KE2 Evap Contactor Panel

Subject: Remove the earth ground wire from KE2 Evap Contactor panels that utilize
the KE2 Simple Interface Board.
When utilizing KE2 Evap Contactor panels with the KE2 Simple Interface Board (KE2 SIB) it is necessary to
remove the ground wire located on the common terminal of the secondary side of the transformer.
The 24 VAC input power for the KE2 SI Board is provided by 24 VAC output of a transformer. The output legs of
the transformer, when only connected to the 24 VAC input of the board, are isolated.
The issue seen in the field occurs when the 1 leg of the 24 VAC is connected to earth ground. This removes the
isolation and creates a ground reference for the KE2 SIB. Now the ground of the KE2 Evap is connected to the
ground of the KE2 SIB for the 0-10 VDC signal. Since the ground of the KE2 SIB is also referenced to earth ground
through the 24 VAC input, it creates 2 ground references.
If there is any voltage difference, as stated in Ohms Law, this causes a large current going through the ground
terminal of the 0-10 VDC which results in damage to the board. By design neither leg of the 24 VAC should have
a ground reference connected.
The resolution is to completely remove the earth ground wire connected to the common terminal of the 24 VAC
on the output of the transformer, which is creating the secondary reference.
Currently the issue has only presented itself on specific applications, however, all panels should have the ground
wire removed. As long as the wire is present the potential for this issue exists. The examples in the field show
the systems can be running for days or even weeks before the problem shows up.
The referenced ground wire to be removed is the green and yellow wire shown in the picture.

At the time the ground wire is removed from the panel, the installation ground wire for the Liquid line
solenoid coil should be verified. See the attached reference to the ground wire, from one of the coil
manufacturer’s bulletins.
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